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Students
create ‘swap’
to alleviate
book hassles
Jo rdan Lewis
’-

Staff Writer

ach semester, in addition to
signing up for classes, students
undergo the complicated task
of buying books.
Olivet students who purchase books
from the campus bookstore or online
may consider a third option: Swappable.
Swappable.us specifically allows us
ers to, “swap” books with other ONU
students. The website, created by ju
niors Bruce Cheek and Joe Schindel, has
been available to students since summer

B
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The idea came when the two students :
noticed many of their peers would opt to
trade books instead of paying for diem:;
online or in the bookstore; their website
aims to make this process easier with a
more organized system of trading.
According to web developer Bruce
: Cheek, the concept started off as a Facebook group, but eventually grew to a;
website this past summer. The Face- ,
book group still exists, but the website,
has become a more streamlined version.
According to the developers, the Facebook group will soon be phased out al
together.
The Swappable Website was designed :
over a period of more than 30 hours. The
major advantage, the website has over
the Facebook group is ease of use, ac
cording to Schindel. The website allows
users to quickly upload their schedule
and see what books other students are
selling or trading.
“It takes less than five minutes to up
load your schedule and find the books ;
you need; you can find your books al
most instantly,” Schindel said.
In order to access the website, a stu
dent needs a username and password.
Once the account is created, the student
can search for books, similar to the pro*/
cess of finding books on Olivet’s book
store website. Once a student finds a
book he or she needs, the website links
to the owner’s e-mail.
Not only is the website streamlining
the way students buy books, it allows
them to often purchase at a lower price
than competitors.
“[Swappable] allows me to buy used
books from my peers at a cheap price
and I can sell my books too,” junior Jade
Green said.
The site also shows what price Ama-.
zon is selling the book for, which allows
students to price their book accordingly.
Another useful feature is that the web
site allows students to see what condi
tion the books are in, Schindel said.
Cheek and Schindel agree if the web
site continues to be a success they would
like to open it up to other schools in the
area, or other Nazarene schools.

IN THIS
IS S U E

Dr. Brian Woodworth calls teaching at ONU his ‘dream job’ and praises God for the opportunity to work here.
Nicole Lafond
Assistant News Editor

The administration has decided to discon
tinue the contract of Dr. Brian Woodworth,
associate professor of criminal justice, after
May 20I t , In response, some students have
voiced their opinions of disapproval.
At a Nov. 14 meeting with Dj. Gregg
Chenoweth, VP of Academic Affairs,;
Woodworth was fold his contract would not
be renewed after May 2013, He life until
February to decide whether or hot he will be
returning to ONU for the 2012-2013 school
waf. Woodworth has been an associate pro
fessor of criminal justice at Olivet for five
and a half years.
Students from the criminal justice major
were quick to react to the university’s deci

sion to not renew Woodworth’s contract.
Junior Katie Farris has taken all of her
criminal justice courses with Woodworth
and disagrees with the university’s deci
sion.
“Not only is Woodworth a great profes
sor, he’s also a great mentor,” she said.
“His students can talk to him about any
thing. ONU has always wanted professors
and students to have a good relationship ...
I have grown so much as a person because
of him;**
Professor Craig Bishop was recently
hired to the criminal justice department
and has a police background while Woodworth teaches with a'law background. Be
cause pf his prominence in the department,
students are worried about its future once
Woodworth leaves.

One such student is sophomore Lindsey
Tobias, who is concerned the department
will regress. “Whoever replaces him will
have some big shoes to fill,” she said.
Despite concerns, Woodworth is not wor
ried about the future of the department^
He has “no doubt” the University will find
someone competent to take his place.
Frustrated students have written letters
and met with members of the administral
tion to voice their opinion on the matter.
A Facebook page has even been created,
titled “Keep Prof. Woodworth at Olivet!”The page was designed to allow students to
share their frustrations and let their profes
sor know how much he has impacted them,
as cited in the page description.
Sophomore Faith Cavender sent an email
to Dr. Bowling expressing her frustrations.
-Continued on page 2

Christmas party replaces banquet
cafeteria will be completely open, and spe
cial music guests will be the main attrac
News Editor
tion.
In addition, photo booth opportunities
udwig will be transformed into a will be set up and students can make their
» “winter wonderland” Sunday, Dec. own crafts as well as decorate one of the
many trees scattered throughout Ludwig.
11, for an all-school Christmas event,.
“They are going to be completely deco
Dubbed “The 12 Days of Christmas,’j| rated by students^ That’s why they’re bare
the party is a replacement for the cancelled right now,” Johnson explained.
winter banquet. Each major activity and
Lower Ludwig will become “Green and
event will be themed as. a day described in Red Room” where students can indulge in
the classic song, and all three floors of Lud- - “old-school” peppermint milk shakes and
wig will be decked out in holiday décor.
eggnog.
“You’re going to recognize it because
There will be fun activities such as bingo,
it’s Ludwig, but it’s nothing like we’ve karaoke in The Zone and possibly Dance
ever done before,” VP of Social Life Mitch Danqg Revolution.
Johnson said.
Common Grounds &ill take on a “hom
The third floor will have a “chill feel,”„ ey” atmosphere with hot Christmas bever-,
with old movies playing and popcorn. The
Meagan Ramsay
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Forty people tried out
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ships would give more m usical, 12 were
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ages and a saxophonist playing live Christ
mas music. .
Johnson said all four classes would tackle
a different portion of Ludwig, so each floor
will have a unique atmosphere.
¡Ig We’re trying to have a little bit of every
thing for everyone,” Johnson said. “Ban
quet was very exclusive, and we want this
to be as inclusive as possible.”
There will be many additional holiday
contests - including an ugly sweater contest
pr prizes and giveaways for students.
The event begins at 8 p.m. and Johnson
encourages students to demonstrate their
Christmas cheer.
“Dressing up % completely encouraged
but not required. [Students] can wear a San
ta hat, an elf suit or grandpa’s sweater from
■920,” fie said.
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Chicago,
ILLINOIS
Rod Blagojevich was sen
tenced to 14 years in fed
eral prison Dec. 7, for 18
felony corruption convic
tions, including attempting
to sell or trade President
Obama’s vacant Senate
seat.
Blagojevich apologized
an hour before the senteneKng to residents of Illinois,
the judge and to his family.
*1 have nobody to
blame but myself for my
stupidity and actions,
words, things that I did,
that I thought 1 could do,"
he said.
His crimes carried max
imum sentences that could
have kept him behind bars
for hundreds of years, but
federal prosecutors argued
he deserved only 15 to 20'
years in prison,.,.
“I accept the peoples’
verdidt Judge, they found
me guilty ... All I can say
is I never wanted to hurt
anyone,” he said.

Port of Spain,
TRINIDAD
Sixteen men held for an al
leged plot to kill the prime
minister and other officials
in. Trinidad and Tobago
have been released Nov. 6,
due to sufficient evidence
against them, police said.
Prime Minister Kamla
Persad-Bissessar reported
the alleged plot Nov..24,
saying police had uncov
ered plans to IdÉ her and
several members of her
Cabinet in response to her
government’s crackdown
on crime in the southern
Caribbean nation.
The men left the jail
just before the midnight
expiration of the emer
gency order, covering their
faces and quickly getting
into vehicles. A crowd
shouted “freedom” as they
drove away.
Kamla provided no de
tails of the alleged plot and
opposition leaders had ex
pressed deep skepticism.

-The New York Times
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LETTER SUBMISSION
The GlimmerGlass encourages read- i
ers to respond through letters to the
editor. For publication, letters must be
signed and sent to the GlimmerGlass j
at campus box 6024 dr e-mailed to
j gHmmetglass@oiivet.edu. The editor 1
; reserves the right to edit letters for i
content, style and length. Publication
is not guaranteed. Further inquiries
I may be addressed by calling the Glim- '■
m erGlass office at campus extension

I- 5315.,

-Associated Press |

MALI
Between
20,000
and
40,000 children work in
artisanal gold mines in
Mali, Africa’s third-largest
producer of gold, accord
ing to a Nov. 6 Human
Rights Watch (HRW) re
port.
According to a state
ment released by HRW,
“children as young as six
dig mining shafts, work
underground, pull up
heavy weights of ore and
carry, crush, and pan ore.”
Many . children work
alongside their parents to
supplement meagre in-'
comes, while others mi
grate io the mines by their
own doing and end up
exploited by -relatives or
strangers who take their
pay.
Mali’s ; ministry of
mines reports the country
exports about four metric
tons of gold every year,
worth roughly $218 mil
lion.
_____ -AFP News Agency

Moscow,
RUSSIA
Hundreds of people took
to the streets of Moscow
for a second day Nov. 6,
demanding an end to Vlad
imir Putin’s 12fyear rule.
The crowd defied a crack
down by tens of thousands
of police reinforced by In
terior Ministry troops.
Police detained about
250 people during the rally
when they tried to stage an
unapproved rally.
The Nov. 5 rally was
the biggest opposition
rally in Moscow allowed
in years. But about |,000
special troops and 50,000
police were out to extin
guish the next day^ rally. ^
The protests are a far-;
ther sign of pressure on
Putin to make changes af
ter his United Russia lost
ground in a parliamentary
election Nov. 4.
The election was criti-S
cized by Washington and
European monitors say it
was a slanted election.
______

-Reuters

Kabul,
AFGHANISTAN
Explosions hit the Afghan
cities of Kabul and Mazar-e Sharif Nov. 6 on the
Shiite holy day of Ashura,
killing at least 58 people.
• One attack occured
when a suicide, bomber
detonated a device at a
shrine in Kabul^ which
killed 54 people and in
jured 150.
In Mazar-e Sharif, the
provincial capital of Af
ghanistan’s nothern Balkh
province, another four
people were killed by an
explosion. 21 people were
injured in that attack.
The attacks came a day
after Afghan President
Hamid Karzai warned
the Taliban could make a
comeback as the country
struggles with security
only one decade after an
American-led
coalition
ousted the hardline mili-s
tia from its long-held and
hard-fought power.
-CNN

Future unknown for Woodworth
-Continuedfrom page 1
“I love being here at Olivet,
but tfile will greatly change the
criminal justice program and it
has made me think twice about
coming back,” Cavender’a letter
stated. “The University is los
ing ongj of jt§ greatest professors
and role models. If [Woodworth]
does not measure up to the Uni
versity’s standards, I am not sure'
who Would.
For Woodworth, the outpour
ing of support from students and
alumni has been a ,reassuring af
firmation of what his mission has
always been as a professor, “fvfy
mission is to be a professor, men
tor, father figure and friend to all
of my students,” Woodworth said.
“I serve my students by teaching
them values and knowledge.”
His students know he will do

anything to help them, Tobias reappointing Woodworth’s con
saidiyT can ask him for help on tract cannot be commented on,
anything and he will drop what according to Chenoweth. “Di§£Ioever he’s doing to help me.
, sure might satisfy curious or upset
Although disappointed, Wood inquirers, but exposes the employ
worth’s initial reaction to the news ee to disrespect,” Chenoweth said
was relief.
of the University’s policies.
B rit's hard to describe. I didn’t
Woodworth also chose not to
know what the
comment . on
future would
the details of
7
would
rather
go
hold from the
his
contract.
end of last se where God needs me to “The
deci
mester
until be because he willfully sion was made
the meeting,”
based on dif
take care
he said. He
fering philoso
had met with
phies ... [and]
Chenoweth last February. At the a difference of opinion as to thè
meeting, Chenoweth indicated the mission and service of being an
non-reappointment of his contract Olivet faculty member,” he said.
was a possibility. Woodworth said
Despite the “differing philoso
the school has been fair to him and phies,” Woodworth loves Olivet
he was aware this was a possible and respects the University’s deci
outcome.
sion. f i am grateful for the early
The University’s reason for not notice Dr. Chenoweth gave me.

He really didn’t have to inform me
of the decision until [this coming]
February.
If he had a choice after all of
this*’ Woodworth would continue
to teach at Olivet because of his
■Students and the relationships he
has developed with members of
the faculty and staff. However^ he
views his predicament as a ques
tion of whether he is doing what
he wants to do or what he believes
God wants him to do.
gJrS would rather go where God
wants me to be, because He will
fully take care of m e p Woodworth said.
He will continue to work at
Olivet until he finds a new job.
“I am thankful for the extra year
I have been given cm my contract.
Whether or not I will return next
semester or next year depends on
when I get a new job offer.”
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Ashley and
Spencer Cook
perform at
*Open Mic
Night” Nov.
20 at Higher
Grounds/
Elisabeth
Barnes (left)
and Tessie
Herbert were
part of the
audience.

Higher Grounds

is repurposed
Justine Espersen
.

Staff Writer

With the closing of coffee shop
Higher Grounds this semester
comes a new place for Grand,
Howe and Stadium residents to
Rellowship exclusively.
Students living in the aforemen
tioned residences can now hold
events there, as long as a resident
assistant (RA) is present.
“Originally .we started out by
using Higher Grounds as a place
to hold weekly RD and RA meet
ings,” Grand RD Bethany Knight
said. “But Dean Webb wanted us
itO'Utilize it£so he gave us access
to it.” ..
Since the property was already
, owned by ONU, it was pimply
handed over to the RDs and RAs
of the three complexes.
The location and facilities pro
vided allow easy access without
having tp purchase new applianc
es or Sating.

“The facility really allows a lot
of possibilities as there are two
stories and a full kitchen that we
have access to. It also has all the
tables^ and games it had when [the ■
coffee shop] was open,” ?Grand
RA Aubrey Dee said.
The first big jeyent the students
had this semester was “Open Mie1'1
Night,”, where over 70 people
gathered in the upstairs room of
the coffee shop.
“We served caramel apples and
popcorn and had two hours of
poetry, music and dramatic read®
ing,” Knight said|“It was a great
opportunity,, because it drew out stations for the girls to eat food
some residents that usually don’t and do crafts.
participate in bigger school activiHigher Grounds is meant to
ties.”
become a meeting space, an area
Since the “Open Mie Night,”. where the residents can come to
Students have also hosted sev gether and’relax.
eral birthday parties,,at Higher' & “I think the idea is to really have
Grounds.
a fiSulifySthose [residentjjfbuild-?
In addition, Higher Grounds ings can use as a unique ‘hang
hosted a “Grand Christmas Party” out’ location since we do not have
this #èek, as Well as had Chrilp ’ a building like the [Olde Oaks’]
mas cookie-making contests and Treehous&” Dee said.

The GlimmerGlass

A crash course in tuition
Nicole Lafond
A ssistant News Editor

ov. 17 marked the comple
tion of 80 percent of the
semester and the end of
tuition funds, leaving the remain
ing 20 percent of the semester’s
expenses in the hands, and hearts,
omJniversity donors.
Tuition Free Day was celebrat
ed on the 17th to recognize the
gifts given by donors, some sacrificially, to help students finish
their* education without the great
debt that would come from an
increased tuition, said director of
annual giving Jean Martin.
“We never want to be in stu
dents’ faces, but we want them to
know how much we depend on
donors. Tuition Free Day began
in 2009 to celebrate the generosity
with which ... alumni and friends
give to the school’ she said.
This year, students wrote thankyou notes to the donors for their

N

contributions to the University.
The table and notes were set up
in Ludwig alji: day and students
didn’t hesitate to show their ap
preciation.
“We decided that next semester
we will need two table®’ Martin
said. “We got 460 notes [from stu
dents] in two hours.” These were
sent to 160 different donors.
Donors give to ONU in manyy
ways. They can give unrestricted
and restricted gifts. If they choose
to give unrestricted^Jhe money
can go into any aspect of need on
campus, while restricted donors
give for certain projects such as
the construction of Centennial
Chapel.
No student-paid tuition money
ever goes into the construction of
buildings on campus, according to
VP for Finance Doug Perry. Once
a building is built, however, tu
ition money % used to maintain!!. .
The University receives $2.5
million from churches around the
region as well; this money is used

entirely for student scholarships.
In general, student tuition sup
ports thé salaries of faculty and
staff members as well as the op
erating costs of the buildings on
campus; Perry said.
There are currently 7,000 indi
vidual donors that are activg with
tfa§ University; the continual goal
i? to increase the base of Olivet’s
donors.
jfÜfWe want to increase the lev
els of giving from donors,” Perry
said.fpffi wé have more revenue
from other sources, we will be less
dependent on tuition; Also, more
scholarships would be funded
rather than unfunded.”
Scholarships that are unfunded
are not paid for by endowments or
donations.
At this point, ONU gives out
$1 million in endowment scholar
ships and $32 million in unfunded
scholarships.
v “We would like to see an in |
crease in the levels of funding for
scholarships,” Perry said.

Blackboard replacement to
begin spring semester
'

Nicole Lafond

A ssistant News Editor

Jouel, a new learning manage
ment system, has been intro
duced to the ONU community
with hopes it will replace Black
board pext fall.
The decision to adopt a new
learning system was a year-long
process, because hassles typical
ly emerge with the integration of
new technology. Essentially, the
decision to change systems-was
made because Blackboard was
not meeting the needs of profes
sors and students.
“There have been a lot of is
sues with Blackboard not being

compatible with different brows
ers and the system does not up-I
grade often enough,” said Barb
Axmark, IT training and instruc
tional support specialist. “There
were also several different things
that professors wanted to do with
Blackboard that required a far too
complicated process.”
There have also been a large
number of complaints regarding
the usability of SafeAssign.
To address these issues* IT
chose not to continue with the new
Blackboard upgrade this year and
to adopt the new program, Jouel.
Jouel is a learning management
system that is a branch off from
the widely used program Moodle.

“There is more flexibility with
Jouel,” Axmark said.
. The system offers the same
features Blackboard offers, but
navigating and creating pages;
is much simpler. Jouel offers an
easier online grading process
that allows students to see their
professor’s comments.
Jouel has been used by four
different professors this semes
ter and will be used by 48 pro
fessors in the spring. The IT
department hopes it will be the
dominant learning management
system used in fall 2012, be
cause incoming freshmen will
be taught the Jouel program ex
clusively.
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Biology department acquires land
Justine Espersen
Staff Writer

Biology students have always had
the opportunity to do field explo
ration in .nature reserves, but this
year a tjgvy option has been added.
Last spring; Dr. Walter (Wally)'
Quanstrom donated more than
15 acres of property located in
Big Rock, 111. (west of Aurora) to
ONU.
Quanstrom, who was BP Amoco’s Group Vice President, HSE,
until his retirement in 2000, taught
in the late 1960s and early 1970s
at ONU and wanted to pass on his
land to the school.
.fi?He donated [the property] to
the University, but Wally, who is a
biologist, hoped [the Biology De
partment] would make use of it,’l
biology professor Dr. Leo Finken
binder said.
ONU followed through with
Quanstrom’s wish. Finkenbinder’s
vertebrate classes, along with Dr.
Randy Johnson’s ecology classes,

O W R IS T m A S Î
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^ jlO th

■
Spring
semester
begins

have utilized it greatly.
P “We have been using the prop
erty for field trips in a couple of
our biology classes. We plan to
continue to do that over the next
couple of years,” Finkenbinder
said.
The property, named Big Rock
after the small rural community in
which it is situated, consists of a
forested area, two ponds, a creek,
a house, a caretaker’s house and
two large shed-like buildings that
can be used for laboratories and/or
maintenance storage.
If one of the shed-like build- •

ings is converted into a laboratory,
student#, in the ecology and verte
brate behavior studies classes will
be able to utilize it for research
studies without having to leave
the site.
“R’s a great site because it has
the possibility to establish set re
search without people tampering
with the research. The only prob
lem is the distance,” Johnson said.
The property is less than two
hours from campus, which does
not allow students to get to the
property and do research during
their three-hour lab sessions.

n

Students cash in with ‘Card-o-poly’ contest
Heather Mead
/ Staff Writer

B e e ZS&uIn

Dr. Walter Quanstrom donated Big Rock property to Olivet for biol
ogy students to use for field experience.

Despite the distance, Finken
binder took hi# vertebrate behav
ior studies class to Big Rock last
/year, and Johnson took his ecol
ogy class to the site earlier this
semester.
“We’re trying to involve differ
ent types 4©f field experience for
the students,” Finkenbinder said.
Field experience indudes sam
plings o f populations of birds and
small animals. Students do this by
setting up trap* for the animals
and freeing them after research Wi
conducted.
It also includes the analysis ©f
deer trails and plots analyzing
density of trees.
“This property provides a new
and different opportunity we
haven’t had before,” Johnson said.
Other properties for field expe
rience include: Kankakee . State
Park, Perry Farm, the South Lake
^Michigan Dunes, Indiana Dunes,
Mskoda Prairie and- Savanna
(eastern Kankakee) and Midewin
Tallgrass Prairie in Wilmington,

Olivet’s own version of Monop
oly, “Card-o-poly” ,debuted oh
campus this semester as a compe
tition aimed at highlighting loca
tions that accept Tiger Dollars.
From Now 2 to Dec. 2, students
filled out Card-o-poly cards at 10
locations.
B ‘[Students needed to] go to six
off-campuE vendors and four on
campus and bring [the receipts] to
my office,” explained Jana Hack
er, head of the campus card office.
The vendors ranged from Taco
Bell to Unlimited Tan to campus
vending machines.
Like any contest, Card-o-poly
offered incentives for students to
participate.
“[Once completed,] they auto
matically got a T-shirt and were
entered into a drawing to get an
iPad 2,” Hacker said.
Students will receive their T-

shirts in January, she added. The
orange shirts will represent both
Olivet and Monopoly, as they
display Toby the Tiger in Mr. Mo
nopoly attire, wearing a monocle.
The drawing for the iPad 2 wili
be held Dec. 11 at the all-school
Christmas Party in Ludwig.
Some students took a fun ap
proach to complete the require
ments of Card-o-poly.
“It was super fun. We gathered
together some friends and planned
out a route and did it like a scaven
ger hunt;” sophomore Caleb Carr
said. “It was like the amazing race
td style.”
Hacker got the idea for the cards
when she attended a Blackboard
conference in March to look for
marketing ideas.
“[We] wanted something fresh,”
she said. “[Jones County Junior
College in Alabama] designed
[the Card-o-poly program] and it
went really well.”
Olivet has been working with

Blackboard since the conference
to develop the program for ONU,
she added.
■*
The results of this year’s trial
run will decide if the program will
run again next year.
“It depends on how this turns
out. We’ll look at deposits and
sales and see if it’s worth it again

next year,” Hacker said.
Whatever the results, instigators
hope the contest brought a fresh
view to the Tiger Dollars system.
“Tiger Dollars can be boring
Or it can fun,” said Miller cashier
Sharon Bellomy. “I think it’s a re
ally fun way to get Tiger Dollars
to grow.”./

Students who participated in the contest have a chance to win an
iPad 2 at the Card-o-poiy drawing Dec. 11.

5
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O livet w elcom ed Chris T om lin in
C entennial C hapel Nov. 16. T om lin
and h is band perform ed songs such as
|SOur God,” “Your Grace Is E nough”
and “J e su s M essiah .”
C hris T om hn is a su ccessfu l a rtist
in C h ristian m usic. H e h a s n in e No. 1
songs and m ore th a n 3 m illion album
sa les to h is credit.
H e is a th ree-tim e w in n er of M ale
V ocalist o f th e Y ear and tw o-tim e
w inn er of A rtist of th e Y ear a t th e
Dove A w ards from th e G ospel M usic
A ssociation, according to doveaw ards.
com.
[
T om lin w on tw o B illboard M usic
A w ards in M ay 2011 for Top C hris
tian A rtist and Top C hristian Song
for h is w orship m elody “Our G o d ^ y p M
according to B illboard’s w ebsite.

'

Right: More
than 2,300
people attended the
Chris Tomlin
concert in
November.

S M

Right:
Musician John
Owen Parish
plays to the
beat of his
own drum.
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Right:
Electric
guitarist
Daniel Carson
accompanies
Chris Tomlin.
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Left: Bassist
Jesse Reeves
gets the
crowd
excited.
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Danae Zarbuck

Away with the manger
Jimmy Phillips

Since Christmas day is near
ly here, with you a story I will
share. The other day I met a friend.
“There is no peace on earth,” he said.
“For him no longer drums we play,
but drums of war awake each day. Our
gifts to Christ we rarely bring. With hol
low words, those songs we sing. Today
the baby we ignore, hang mistletoe above
the door. We’ve crucified the day of light
and hope for things brought in the night.”
I tried to stop him ere more he spoke,
for here on earth there still is hope. The
joy of Christmas oft will spread when
his Nativity is read; the miracle of vir
gin birth is more than Santa’s presents’
worth. Consumed by what his eyes
could see, he looked at me dismayed. He
couldn’t understand me, he thought the
birth of Christ waylaid.. When the truth
is really opposite: nothing will bar the
Son. I urged for him to celebrate with
me the coming one.
“The night is dark; there is no starj^
my unhopeful friend exclaimed. “The
angels must be off afar, no glories here
proclaimed.!? it asked him of the holly,
and the ivy that was sung. What did he
know about it, or were his stockings
all that hung? He stared at me without
a sound, how silently he lie. I said that
faith will hold the door, then he began to
cry.
“I have sinned and doubt I had that
God will soon prevail. Nothing can with
stand His love, a mighty blowing gale.”
So I ask for to you sing along with
me this merry season. Work as one to
right the wrong and restore the holy rea
son. Leave your laden shopping cart and
make straight to Bethlehem. A Savior’s
bom to cleanse your heart, the greatest
gift is given.
I know this sentiment is shared aloud
most every single year, but that is no
excuse to malign the need for cheer.
Grow a pair tree; get it done, spread the
Christmas joy. There is really no excuse,
no need for. acting coy. It’s the duty of
our faith to strive to change the globe.
Even if the dent is small, we’ll loosen
Wal-Mart’s hold. I’m sick of Christian
apathy and joining with the crowd. It’s
time to sing the carols and scream the
troth out loud. Christ is bom and that is
why we get a little break. Scrooge Santa,
elves and reindeer too, the day my Lord
will take. I’m getting rather incensed,
let gold and myrrh content. I’ll go with
Jesus’ presence, his perfection that was
sent. Yule be sorry should you choose to
ignore the Savior’s cradle. Lords may
leap and ladies dance, but all to no avail.
God is not dead, nor does he sleep;
as my favorite carol goes. His loving act
should touch you deep, warm amid the
winter’s snow.
Please, celebrate your stockings off.

Contributing Writer

Here are five easy tips to help you avoid
those unwanted pounds.

Our society is surrounded by food. We eat
food on every occasion - birthdays, wed
dings and holidays —and for every purpose
- survival, socialization and boredomThanksgiving and Christmas are defi
nitely two holidays at which Americans eat
the most. According to the National Turkey
Federation, approximately 46 million tur
keys were eaten on Thanksgiving and 22
million were eaten on Christmas in 2010.
And this is just the main dish. What about
all the sides? Cranberries, stuffing, green
bean casserole, ham, sweet potatoes, pie,
cake, etc. fill our plates and our stomachs
during the holidays.
A common myth is that Americans gain
an additional seven to 10 pounds between
Thanksgiving and New Year’s Eve. How
ever, the average American gains only
about one pound during the holiday season,
according to the American Dietetic Asso
ciation in November, 2011. In fact, only 5
percent of the population actually gains the
seven to 10 pounds.
How can you make sure you stay trim
during this holiday season and not become
part of the 5 percent?

1. Eat small amounts of your favorite
* snacks.
This is very key, especially when attend
ing holiday parties that have a smorgasbord
• of delicacies Instead of piling your plate
high, pick out a few things that look really
good and take a small helping of each. Fill
the rest of-your plate with veggies or whole
wheat crackers and cheese.
2. Avoid hanging out by the food table.
For many people, if food is nearby, they
will eat it. This is why chilling by the food
table can be a bad idea. By standing by the
food during a party, yqu are more likely to
increase you caloric intake, even if all you
are eating is snack items. Calories add up
fast! Spend your time socializing with the
people around you, not loitering by the
food.
3. Don’t eat like it’s going out of style.
When you arrive at a party, do not im fi
mediately run to the food table and devour
three plates full of hors d’oeuvres and mini
desserts. It takes about 20 minutes for your
brain to realize you are full. Take a small
plate of food and slowly munch on it. You
will come to find out you are actually full
before you decide to head toward the buffet

We live in a broken world. Since it is bro
ken it has many parts but instead of being
shattered beyond repair, our world can be
whole by putting every part back where it
belongs. There are no spare parts, the world
has just enough parts to be whole. This is
what Hugo seeks to do: find where he fits in
and fix the world - one part at a time.
“Hugo,” a new film from Martin Scors
ese, tells the story of Hugo Cabret He is
a young boy who lost his father in a fire,
forcing him to live with his uncle at a train
station, where he learned to fix clocks and
keep them running. Hugo and his father
were hard at work fixing things' before
his untimely death. The need to fix things
stayed with Hugo.
Hugo embodies the concept of being the

hands and feet of Christ in his desire to find
a place for himself to fit in, as well as help
ing others fit into place. By fixing this bro
ken world in whatever way he can, Hugo
unknowingly finds himself getting closer to
where he belonged all along.
As Christians, we ¿mould have a desire
to be the hands, and feet of Jesus and a desire to fix the broken. We can’t always do it
ourselves. We need each other. Even Hugo
needed help from a friend throughout the
events of the movie.
God is a source of strength to fill us and
guide us in our journeys to repair the hearts
and minds of His.children. By following
His will, we will slowly click into the place
we belong.
The importance of God’s plan is so
grand, we often don’t see the big picture.
Sometimes it is hard to keep moving for
ward, because we don’t necessarily under
stand God’s plan since His schematics for
our lives are very complex. But it’s not all
about us and our Father’s plan for us; it’s

So, enjoy the holidays this year. Make
sure to plan time for activities and be con
scious of recipes you prepare, but do not
restrict yourself from eating your favorite
holiday dishes.
Danae Zarbuck is a dietetics major and
can be reached at dzarbuck@live. olivet,
edu. 1

about how we fit into His plan for all.
Hugo found hisk place in the world
through his desire to fix things. God can use
our desires, too. We must trust that our for
ward motion, mostly powered by grace and
mercy, Will lead us home, where we belong.
Hugo said in the movie, “I’d imagine the
whole world was one big machine. Ma
chines never come with any extra parts, you
know. They always come with the exact
amount they need. So I figured, if the en
tire world was one big machine, I couldn’t
be an extra part. I had to be here for some
reason.
God made this machine we call earth.
Each of us is His invention. He made each
of us for a reason and we all fit together to
make a working mechanism. There are no
spare parts. We have a purpose in God’s
blueprints, even if we can’t see His finger
prints on them at the moment.
You are here for a reason. Embrace this
troth, and the rest of the parts will fall per
fectly into place.

What favorite Christmas traditions
do you have with family or friends?
Sophomore Sarah Cochran,

“Every Christmas morning,
we wake up really early and
go around the tree and read
the story of Jesus’s birth."

Senior Chad Hemphill says,

SSPiP
ii

“Every Christmas Day after
lunch at my grandpa’s, my
family clears off the dinner
table and we play euchre for
like six hours.”

W
Junior Taylor Polatas says,

o\A,

one more time.
4. Eat a filling food before attending a
party or get-together.
Eating a healthy snack before you get to
the party will help you not eat as much dur
ing the party. By eating a snack, like some
fruit or a slice of whole-grain bread with
peanut butter, you are getting food in your
stomach, so by the time you arrive at the
party, your brain thinks your stomach is on
its way to being full, so you will be less in
clined to eat as much.
5. Drink plenty of water.
Not only is this a good tip for everyday
life, but it is especially important during the
holiday season. Mild dehydration can comsjp
across as feeling hungry, but instead of
food, all you really need is a glass of water.
Drinking water while eating also helps your
stomach better digest your food.

¡MM
Freshman Cody O’Riley says,.

4 “My dad always makes a re-v
ally nice breakfast on Christ
mas and we do breakfast
stuff and open presents.”

“Sledding down Suicide Hill
[in my hometownl.”

y
___.___i mm
*Thfs edition of on our wail” contains answers received from people on campus. In the future, we'd like your input! Like “The CtimmerGlass5'
on Facebook and post your responses to the .question on pur wall. We'll choose four random responses for every issue.
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Ryan Dykhouse

ing things to say, about their experiences!
the-classes they were able to take, the people
they were able to meet and the new perspec
tive they gained from their time in another
country or a different .academic setting.
Whether it was learning Mandarin Chinese
or witnessing first-hand the Arab Spring in
Egypt, the ability to go somewhere new for
a semester and take advantage of all there is
to i ^ a n d do in the world is an invaluable

While this might seem like a substantial'
amount, it is a drop in the bucket when
compared to a semester abroad that can cost
anywhere from $14,000 to $18,000. Stu-ii
One of the purposes of a college education
dents who currently rely on financial aid or
is to expand intellectual horizons and gain
merit or athletic scholarships to fund their
exposure to many different ideas, perspec
college education are not able to fund study
tives and schools of thought on different is»
abroad opportunities with scholarship.
issues. It is often difficult, however, to gain
To be fair, the university has reasons for
an appreciation for differing worldviews in
not crediting study abroad students with
an environment that subscribes to a single
their full scholarships. The way scholar-,
overarching perspective. In many w3ys,‘ •
ships at Olivet work, and the way they work
studying abroad can be one of the greatest ‘Whether it w as learning
at alnjost all universities, is essentially as a
assets in any education, with its ability to ‘M andarin Chinese or
discount on attending school. It does not
expose.students to new ideas and challenge
cost anything out of pocket for Olivet to
witnessing first-hand the
held beliefs.
offer scholarships, but it is instead a de
I had the opportunity to spend this se Arab Spring in Egypt, the
ferred cost of admission for aided students.
mester abroad studying at the University of
Study abroad programs, on the other hand,
Oxford in Englarid. While here, I have been ability to go somewhere
take money directljfcfrom the: fJnivefsity,
exposed to ideas and people I would nor new fo r a semester and
thus costing Olivet money. If Olivet were
mally never have come across. I have also
to subsidize study abroad fully for ..every
been able to sit down to tea, or go out to take advantage o f all there
studejSt who wanted to do so, it could end
lunch, with people who share a wholly dif is to see and do in the
up being financially disastrous for the Uni
ferent view of the world than I do. Not only
versity. It is for this reason I believe Olivet
that, but I have been able to attend lectures w orld is an invaluable
has opted to ¡support students, but only very '
on subjects I would normally never com®
minimally.
opportunity
fo
r
any
college
into contact with at Olivet, as well as ex
I want to suggest Olivet takes a second
perience the grandeur of a world-class re student/
look at its funding policy for study abroad
search university.
1
programs. Clearly, study abroad opportuni
Probably one of the best experiences I , opportunity for any college student.
ties are a significant draw for prospective
have had while abroad was my tutorial in
Personally, I was fortunate to be able to students, and can add a substantial amount
political theorji jvith Dr. Gideon Elford. Dr. study abroad at Oxford, not simply because of value to any student who undertakes a se-y
Elford is a junior dean and lecturer at one
I was accepted to the program, but also be- mest^| or even a year, abroad. While Olivet
the colleges at Oxford, has a Master’s de ciuse j had the means financiafly,, whether | has good r^gsphs for limiting its amount o *
gree and a doctorate,, and is only 31 years through loans, out-of-pocket payment, or aid offered, I believe there is perhaps a bet
old. Every other week, when ! would pre otherwise, to attend the program, however^' ter y m j to approach study abroad scholar
pare an essay on assigned reading for our f know this is not five case $pr many student^ ship so that ^ e ry student can have a better
tutorial, I would look forward to our conver
Olivet. In fact, I believe the current finan opportunity at gaining a rich experience in
sation on issues such as rights, sovereignty cial aid package for study abroad prevents a vastly different academic and living en
and global justice. Not only was I able to many students from fully realizing their vironment, without having to shoulder a
discuss academic Issues directly B th an collegiate opportunities.
heavy financial burden.
Oxford professor, but I also was able to gain
Currently, Olivet offers students up to
the perspective of someone who IISes a life $2,500 ip scholarship money for studying
distinctively different from mine.
abroad. It doesn’t matter what your current Ryan Dykhouse is a political science ma
Other people who have had the opportu scholarship package is, because the maxi jo r and can be reached at rdykhouse@Iive.
nity to study abroad have nothing but amaz mum amount that can be received is $2,500. olivet.edu.
Contributing Writer

Turkey-talk sparks new debate
Matt Van Dyke

The first group, the right wing, suggests
this is evidence of “Socialist/Marxist” ten*,
dencies.
“Somebody ought to remind Obama (and
ne of the moist important of Ameri hisHpeechwriter) that when Americans sit
can holidays is Thanksgiving. Since down around a meal today and give thanks,
1863, when Abraham Lincoln they give thanks to God,” columnist Sher- '
proclaimed the first federally recognized man Frederick wrote in “The Las Vegas
Thanksgiving, Americans have regularly Review-Journal * ■\
taken this day to celebrate and thank God
Is this really that big of a deal?
for His blessings over the course of the year.
The president of the United States does:
While it is true that many people use this not have the social responsibility to nametime to thank God, it is not a religiftus holi drop God. I would hope people would be
day. As jfe the case with Easter and Christ! more upset if someone mentioned God but
mas, Thanksgiving has been secularized only did it for lip service.
and incorporated into mainstream Ameri
This isn’t just a partisan i^isue, either. Mitt
can life.
Romney, Newt Gingrich and Rick Santorum
While Thanksgiving has not been a polit also did not reference God in theft respec
ical issue for some time, it has recently tran-fe tive Thanksgiving wishes. Have we really
scended into the pundits arena. In the yearly gotten that shallow, as a faith communityl to
Presidential Thanksgiving radio speech, become outraged simply because our spe
President Barack Obama, in his rather short cific deity was not mentioned by name? If
message, did not mention God by name. you read Obama’s message, the spirit that
This ignited a major discussion between a has always been self-evident in Thanksgiv!
couple of groups in America.
ing is present throughout the speech.
C oriributing Writer

O

Although many Evangelical Christians
may disagree, this k not an overtly nega!
five transition. According to a 2009 Gallup
poll; while 78 percent of American citizens
profess some sort of Christian faith (includ
ing Protestant, Catholic, Mormon and other
faiths), only 56 percent see church as “very
important.” This comparison illustrates the
diversity o f faiths in America.
According to a Nov. 24 article on Fox
News, “most American of blessings [is the]
chance to determine our own destiny.”
This statement reflects us all as Ameri
cans, not just as Christians. If you think
about it, the president is the leader of all
Americans, not just Christians.
When you think about Thanksgiving in
the future, remember the holiday is for eV-1
eryone, not just Christians. To be honest, it
was always meant to be.
Matt Van Dyke is president o f Capitol Hill
Gang, the political science club. He can be
reached at mvandyk@live. olivet, edu.
SB
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E m a i l g l i m m e r Q l a s s @ o l i v e t .e d u w it h
y o u r q u e s t io n s *
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' ‘Blago’ got what
he deserved
Justice has finally been served.
Former Illinois governor Rod Blago
jevich was sentenced to 14 years in fed
eral prison for corruption convictions on
Wednesday, Nov. 7,^according to CNN.
Among other charges, Blagojevich
was accused of trying to sell Presi
dent Barack Obama’s Senate seat after
Obama was elected president in Novem
ber 2008. After his arrest a month later,
Blagojevich was impeached.
A jury convicted him of 18 corruption
counts in June of this year.
Blagojevich apologized to Illinois
residents, to his family and to the judge
an hour before his sentencing, saying,fie
had no one tp blame but himself; how
ever, his sincerity' was hard to believe,
since this was the first time he had ad
mitted wrongdoing since the start of the
trials two and a half years ago.
After the judge’s ruling, prosecutor
Patrick Fitzgerald said the sentence was
justified.
. ^Blagojerach betrayed the trust and
faith that Illinois voters placed in him,”
Fitzgerald told CNN on Wednesday.
“People have the right to expect that
their elected leaders will honor the oath
they swear to, and this sentence shows
that the justice system will stand up to
protect tfieir expectations.” **

‘People should be able to
rely on their leaders, as
they decisions they make
affect more than ju s t the
decision-maker. I
Illinois residents expected their gover
nor to keep the commitment he made to
uphold the values of both the state and
federal Constitution swhen he was sworn
into office. Because he failed to keep his
commitment to citizens, Blagojevich de
serves What he got.
People should be able to rely on the®
leaders, as the decisions they make af
fect more than just the decision-maker.
Blagojevich chose to serve him self
which ultimately resulted in the demise
of his job as well as his character.
After Obama’s Senate seat was va
cated in November 2008, federal in
vestigators caught Blagojevich on tape
discussing what he could get out of the
situation, including campaign donations,
a high-paying job and a cabinet position.
“I’ve got this thing, and ifts [exple
tive] golden,” he said on the tape:-?And
I’m just not giving it up for [expletive]
nothing.”
Blago’s crass comments show he was
not only unprofessional in his conduct as
a leader, but he also was not concerned
with what was best for the people he
governed over. His emphasis was only
on himself.
Blagojevich maintained his narcissis
tic arrogance to the very end. He did not
admit to any wrongdoing until after his
conviction, and did not apologize until
the day of his sentencing.
A responsible leader admits when he
is wrong, not because he has been found
out, but because he sets the example for
the people he governs and has a moral
obligation to do what’s right for them.
Blago did not live up to his duty to
guard the interests of the citizens he led,
and now he is paying the price.
I hope he looks good in orange.

Senior Sarah
Schrock
accepts her:
award at the
Silent Night
Masquerade
in the Warm*
ing House last
Friday. Each
senior who
attended the
ball received
award chosen
for them by
their friends.
Some of the
awards were
silly, like
“most likely
to teach a cat
how to play
trumpet.”

Justine Espersen
Staff Writer“ ’

(M s
Seniors Josh McLaren and Natilee Bertolozzi talk
together after receiving their awards.

Paper
lanterns guide
the way to the
Silent Night
Masquerade.

The sounds of the string quartet
greeted each senior as they walked
into the Warming House Saturday
evening, Dec. 2.
At the entrance, seniors were
given the choice of a decorated
mask, first-come, first-serve, to be
worn throughout the Silent Night
Masquerade event. Chinese lan
terns hung from the ceiling, and
lights and roses hung from an
archway toward the back of the
room by the drinks and cabaret
tables.
The mood was set, and students
were ready to socialize and re»*
^cerve their awards!
“I [enjoyed] the atmosphere
when we walked in: the dimly lit
room with elegant white lanterns
hanging from the veiling, the

7 [enjoyed] the
atmosphere when we
walked in.’

string quartet music playing and
the gorgeous outfits and masks
everyone was wearing,” senior
Dayna Bruss said.
The senior class council hosted
the masquerade for 125 students
to replace Christmas banquet.
“We wanted to provide an event
that would give our seniors a
chance to still go to some sort of
a winter banquet,” Kayla Rolling,
senior class president, said.
~Each student who attended
received an award, which was
predetermined by the student’s
friends and roommates before
hand.
The silliness of the awards
brought a sense of lighthearted
ness to the evening.
“1 got [the award for] ‘craziest
dancer,’ and my roommates got
.‘best mom’ and ‘fancy pants,’*’ ;
senior Amy Price said, laughing.
Danielle
Vander Schaaf
(left) accepts
her award
from senior
class
president
Kayla Rolling.

At the ball seniors select a colorful mask and enjoy the festivities.

Seniors Rachel Fisher (left) and Sarah Schrock
have refreshments at the ball.

(from left to right) Emily Borger, Amelia Claus,
Amanda Luby and Ben Miller play in the string
quartet, adding atmosphere to the ball.

Senior wins big
on game show
Olivet student competes
on ‘Wheel of Fortune’
Luverta Reames
A ssistant Life Editor

Christian Hall, a senior Olivet stu
dent, competed on “Wheel of Fortu n ^ and won over $8,000.
Her journey to fame and fortune
began in January, when she signed
up with her dad on the show’s
website to be a contestant.
Hall wasn’t really expecting to
audition, but in May she received
an e-mail asking her to do just
that.
“I thought -No way,’ Hall said.
“I called my parents and said,
‘You will never believe what hap
pened to me.’ My mom thought it
was a hoax.”
Hall tr a c e d to Sony Pictures
Studios in Los Angeles three
weeks later to audition with 70
people in the ballroom of the
Palmer House, a JJilton Hotel,
After the first round of audi
t e d Hall took a written test and
thougfrt-she answered about half
of the questions correctly.
“‘Weft,’ I thought ‘at least I

Trees displayed at the Kankakee County Museum’s “Gallery of Trees”-include decorative items on
and beside the Christmas trees. The gallery of 22 trees is open until Dec. 30.

Trees bring cheer
Andrew Kriz
Assistant Sports Editor

Disappointed Olivet won’t allow full-size Christmas
trees in the dorms?
Now students,%ve an alternative. The Kankakee
County Museum is hosting its 33rd annual “Gallery
of Trees” exhibit until thè end of the month to help
tide over those holiday cravings.:
On display are 22 full-sized pine trees decorated
from base to top by Kankakee County groups and
organizations, on which visitors can vote to decide
the community winner.

‘I ntricate designs and a wealth o f
history decorate every tr e e /
Though the winner does not receive a prize, the
results will be announced at the museum.
Vibrant colors, intricate designs and a wealth of
history decorate every Christmas tree.
Some contributors incorporated trademarks into
their designs.
For instance, the Girl Scouts Service Unit 702
wrapped^Girl Scouts bookie.; boxes in ribbon and
placed the gifts beneath their tree.
Others groups, like the Kankakee Kultivators and
Kankakee Needleworkers, used their handiwork to/accessorize branches.
While appreciating the creativity of the lights and
ornaments, visitors can also learn about the history
and accomplishments of each organization, as time
lines, awards and honors are placed beside the trees.
!§§ or more information about the“Gallery of Trees,^
visit kankakeecountymuseum .com.

Riverside
Auxiliary
sponsors 4
tree in the
• “Gallery of
Trees” at
the Kanka
kee County
Museum.
The unique
Collection of
decorated
trees includes
a tree spon
sored by the
Ghi Scouts
and another
sponsored by
the Kankakee
Needlework
ers.

Senior Christian Hall won
$8,650 on “Wheel of Fortune.”

dition process, including a few
practice rounds at the wheel, and
within a month she received a let-it
ter.
She had been chosen to com
pete.
“I didn’t believe it, because I
did not think I had done as well as
everyone else [who auditioned},”
she said.
Hall and her family travelled
‘I didn 't believe it,
to Los Angeles for the show,
because I d id n o t
whiqh filmed July 13 and aired
28. While on the show, Hall
think I h ad done as Oct.
won the $1,000 toss-up round and
the jackpot. The category for the
w ell as everyon e
toss-up was “Food and Drink,” to
else [w h o
which Hall immediately knew the
answer - “candy com.”
a u d itio n e d jM
The jackpot round category was
“Quotation.” After her opponents
tried,”’ she said.
faltered at thè beginning of the
Deibite her concerns, Hall was round, Christian solved the puzzle
not one of the 50 people?cut af with “it was a dark and stormy!»;
ter the written tests were graded, night” for $7,650.
which came as a surprise.
Though she did not win the
“I felt like there were people game, Hall took home a sizeable?!
that were much better than me,” amount with $8,650. She has not
Hall said. “One person was a received the money yet, but plans
teacher. [Another] guy said.Hlf to tithe, pay bills and shop.
you put me on “Wheel of For ■i^I feel like I gained more confi
tune,” I’m going to propose to my dence after seeing myself on tele
girlfriend.’ I thought they had bet vision. It gave me confidence that
ter stories than I did.” .
I can do anything I wanted to,”
Hall continued through the au- Hall said.

TIRED OF EATING THE
SAME OLD FAST FOOD?

Student Discount Card Accepted
Text "yummy"to 40491 to receive $5 off
your next purchase!
ON RT. 50
ON KENNEDY
IN FRONT OF
ACROSS FROM
Starbucks
Perry Farms
936-9393
935-7200

famim% yigig
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Settling with 'Catan'

Tablets: choosing the
right one for you
Drew Dennis

Andrew Kriz

ers with settlements bordering the
matching
tile.
A ssistant Sports Editor
To expand and score points,
players must match requirements
Get ready to build, as four play to build roads, settlements and cit
ers square off to colonize a remote ies past their starting two points.
||sland in the board game Settlers
The more a player builds, the
of Catan.
more resources he or she can cov
In the game, each player is an er.
inhabitant on a, newly populated
As a player’s settlements grow
island named Catan.
into cities and furthel settlements,
The goal is to build your settle he or she accumulates “Victory
ment across theppland, becoming Points.* The goal is to be the first
the undisputed leader of com player to reach 10 points.
merce.
Through strategic placement,
The game board is divided into trading and management Catan
19 hexagonal tiles. Each tile holds requires constant diplomacy with
one of five unique resources need the other players and dice-rolling
ed to further supply your colony.
luck to keep a person moving for
The mission is to collect brick, ward.
lumber, wool, grain and ore. Each
Players can engage in trading
hex is assigned a numerical value resources with each other to se
that helps decide when you’ll c o la cure ones that are scarce.
lect its resource.
The game provides a playerWhen the number is rolled, the friendly environment, as particill
hex provides resources for play- pants are lever eliminated from

competition.
Thè game relies on probability
and luck, so every game can come
down to the roll of a die.
Settlers of Catan is for you if:
• You like smaller games that
encourage player interaction
• You enjoy strategic games and
You have a little bit o f luck.
Settlers of Catan is not for you
ifi
• You are short on timé, as some
games may last as long as 90
minutes,
• You do not enjoy dice-rolling
games and
: • You avoid non-linear games.
This game is best played with
four players but supports a minia
mum of three.ilf finding a group
is an issue, the game can be downloaded on Xbox Marketplace and
the Playstation Network.
In regards to rating, Catan re
ceives four sheep out of five.

If you’re looking for a fun yet challenging board game. Settlers of Catan is a must-play.

connection to Apple’s App Store,
which provides a large number
of applications to keep you occu
pied. The simple operating system
Something has taken the techno makes this tablet a great buy for
logical world by storm: tablets. those who are not tech-sawy. But
With so many tablets of differ-^ if you are on a tight budget, be
ent shapes, sizes and operating cautious. The iPad 2 is one of the
systems, it can be hard to decide most expensive tablets and costs
which to buy for yourself or a about $500, nearly double the
loved one. Here’» some advice to price of its competitors.
help you make the best choice.
A new tablet on the market,
One important factor to con predicted to outsell the iPad 2,
sider when buying a tablet is what is Amazon’s Kindle Fire. The
you are going to do with it. Some Kindle Fire is a tablet that pro
tablets are workhorses loaded with vides Android apps, without the
all of the bells and whistles, while Android setup that can be diffiothers are more
■cult for people
simplistic.
not involved
The person ‘Some tablets are
in the technifs
who loves apps workhorses loaded
cal world. The
and wants to
Kindle Fire has
use his or her with all o f the bells
a 7-inch screen,
tablet to per and whistles, while
the smallest of;
form a variety
the tablets dis
of tasks should others are more
cussed in this
buy the Asus
article, Like the
simplistic/
*Eee
Trans
iPad 2, the Kin
former.
The
dle Fire doesn’t
Transformer is an Android tablet have many external features, like
with a 10.1-inch screen and An USB ports, but it js a great gift fotf
droid 3.0 (soon to be upgraded someone who likes to read and
to the new Android 4.0). It is the download the occasional app. The
perfect device for someone who Kindle Fire combines an e-book
wants more than just a tablet. with Android applications for onljf
Asus offers an add-on keyboard $199.
that turns your tablet'lnto a laptop
Some tablets are offered at even
with-USB ports, an SD card reader lower prices, but buyers should
and HDMI output, which lets you beware. Tablets offered for less,
stream video from your tablet to than $100 usually run Android’s
a television screen. Because new older operating^system, 'which
Asus tablets are about to be re was designed for smartphones.
leased, the Transformer’s price ‘ ' So if you’re looking for a work*
has dropped dramatically. It can horse tablet, consider buying the
be found at all major electronics Asus Eee Transformer. If you
retailers and costs between $250 need a tablet that $ simple to op
and $400.
erate, the iPad ^ is a great buy. If
The next, and most popular, tab you are on a budget and want to
let is the Apple iPadil The iPad 2 be able to do basic tasks like web
is perfect for the useriwho wants browsing, e-reading and using an
a simple, familiar interface nearly occasional app, the Kindle Fire is
identical to that of the iPhone. The perfect. Avoid the cheap knock
iPad 2 has a 9.7-inch screen and offs, and enjoy giving yourself or
a super-thin body. One of the big a loved one the hottest gadget of
gest benefits of the iPad 2 is its the season.
Staff Writer

From left tq
right: Kylie
McGuire,
Rebekah
Musselman,
Jon Cable and
Ethan Burch
perform at
Lifesong’s
annual
preview night
Nov. 29 for
a crowd of
around 50 of
their friends
and peers.

Spring
musical
auditions
have low
turnout
H an n ah Rowen
Staff Writer

Lifosongpreviewsfutiréperformances
Heather
Mead
Staff Writer

Nearly 50 people gathered to wor
ship in the relaxed, dim setting of
College Church’s ‘Christian Life
Center during Ijfesong’s annual
preview night on Nov.|f9.
Lifesong is an outreach minis
try in which bands of six to eight
people perform across the Olivet
region.

..Senior
director
Natilee Bertolozzi leads
the crowd
in worship.
She has been
in Lifesong
since her
sophomore
year.

During preview night, the three
Lifesong groups performed three
songs each.
Crowd favorites like “Lead Me
to the Cross,” “ Salvation is H ere||
and “When I Survey the Won§|
drous Cross” were played during
the evening, and an upbeat version
of “Power in the Blood,” which
featured a banjo, closed the night.
After the show, Missions In Ac
tion Director Jennifer McClellan
¡;iaid she was impressed with how
much Lifesong has grown since
the beginning of the semester.
“People are going to be inspired
[by them],” she said.
McClellan was not the only per
son to share her opinion.
The audience used comment
cards to praise and criticize each
band.
' “It’s a good way [for students]
to interact with our ministry and
support their peers,” sophomore
director Rebekah Musselman said.
Usually preview night prepares
the groups for their first perfor-

‘I fs a
good w ay
[for stu
dents] to
interact
with our
m inistry
and sup
p o rt their
peers/

mances outside Olivet; however,
all of the groups have already
done shows this semester.
' “[My team] has gone to one
church so far and will go to two
more before the end of the semes
ter,” said senior director Natilee
Bertolozzi.
The bands are required to travel
five weekends during the spring
semester; however, they continue
to travel more and more each year.
“My freshmen year, we trav
elled seven to eight times among
the three groups,” said senior di
rector Jacob Schmidt. “Last year
we travelled 19 times.” '
, Lifesong also hopes to combine
their talent with Omega, Olivet’s
outbound drama ministry, as well
as with student ambassadors who
preach at churches of 80 people or
less,
“I love going to the small
churches^ said Bertolozzi. “The
[church] pours blessings back on
the group even when we think we
[are blessing] them.”

Sandwich wars: Subway vs. Jimmy John's
ometimes making sand
wiches yourself just does
not cut it. Luckily, there are
two sandwich shops near Olivet
that offer delicious subs freshly
prepared.
Subway and Jimmy John’s are
both located on South Main Street
in Bourbonnais. (By the way, Jim
my John’s also delivers.)
In my quest to find the best, I
ordered ham, turkey, provolone
cheese, lettuce, tomato and mayp
onnaise. At Jimmy J o h n t h i s is
called the “Country Club.”
The same Subway sandwich
had roughly twice as much bread
as filling, and the lettuce-to-meat
ratio was surprisingly high. The
flavors were blended well togeth”
er, but some bites were better than
others.
The Jimmy John’s sandwich
contained more meat, and the
bread-to-filling ratio was per
fect. The mayonnaise was evenly
spread, making each bite equally

S

Hannah Rowen
Staff Writer

Tiger Dollars?

Y es

Y es

Jimmy John’s outranks Subway in the quality of its sandwiches as
well as its close proximity to campus, graph ic by carolyn g o et t s c h

delicious. Also, every ingredient
had a distinct flavor that comple
mented the others.
Jimmy John’s not only had bet
ter tasting subs, but the restaurant
itself also has a better atmosphere.
It smells better, too.
Subway was well-lit, but k did
not have as much décor as its
competition. Jimmy John’s is also
located closer to campus, which is
a plus.

The sandwich makers were very
polite in both placés. And while
Subway had a more diverse drink
and chip selection, Jimmy John’s
brand of chips tasted better than
those at Subway.
.
•
Both meals were delicious,
but, considering the quality of the
sandwich and overall satisfaction
with the environment and proxim||
ity of the restaurant, Jimmy John’s
came out on top.

Auditions for next semes
ter’s musical, “Once Upon
a Mattress,” took place Nov.
28 through 30, and the final
casting was decided over the
weekend.
Dr. Neal Woodruff, music
professor, and Jerry Cohagan,
communication professor and
theater director, judged the
singing and acting portions of
the auditions. Senior Hannah
Jacobson, the musical's choreographer, led the dancing
Roughly'4 0 hopefuls began the pwgaw with singing
and dancing auditions, before
about 12 were called backTor
an acting audition.
¿i"::;1?slot even one we use in
the show is called back,” Co-,
hagan explained.- “We only
call back the roles we arc un
decided on Just because youj
don't get a call back doesn't
me;m you are not in the
E The low.. turnout disap
pointed Cohagan.
B ' “Forty people
number for'-.the musical,'”'K?"
said. “And % chose this mu
sical b'as’od on the response
we had for auditions last year,
when more guys auditioned
than girls.
\ “Wc .thought we could do a
musical that had a chorus of
men and women, and surpris
ingly, we only got 10 guys to
audition, which is a bummer.”
part of the comedy, which is
Princess rind
the Pea.”
The musical takes place in
a kingdom ruled by King Sextimus, who is unable to speak
due to a winch’s curse, so his1
wife, Queen Aggravian, takes
control of the kingdom B H
■■• Thequcep declares no one
in the kingdom can get mar
ried until Prince Dauntless
marries a princess of royal
blood. The decree prompts
the vexed Sir Harry to begin
a search for $ee princess so
will be allowed to marry his
lover. 1 ady I arken. '. J H B f l j
The plot only calls for eight
speaking roles, but the show!
contains a chorus line that
Cohagan hopes to fill with
12 to 22 people. Regardless
of how many people he casts.
Cohagan is optimistic about
the future of the musical. Bjisj
“I have high hopes” life,
said. ;*l go into everything
with high hopes. There are a
lot o f talented folks here at
believe [the
B H l be worth going
At the time o f this printing, ij
it is unknown when the final
cast will be announced.
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IMedication:

the right way
to take it
Prescription pills
can be as deadly
as illegal drugs

Sophomore
Ben Stultz
(left) duels
with freshman
Peter Kraiss
at the
Tournament
Dec. 2.

Rachel Waltz.
Contributing Writer

Boys become knights
The Tournament marks the end of MRL’s ‘Manvember’
David Timm
Staff Writer

After a grizzly month of exercises
in masculinity, “Manvember” has
come to ah end.
The month-long event put on
by Men’s Residential Life (MRL),
finishdd%ith a large event simply
titled the Tournament.
Approximately 100 people^ at
tended the medieval-themed af
fair, which was held in Birchard
Gymnasium.
The competition featured a hot
wings eating competition, long
board jousting, archery, chess,
swordplay, arm wrestling and tugof-war.
The winners of each event were
awarded, “man points,* and the
man with the most points, fresh
man Drew Frey, won a 40-inch
TV, the ultimate “Manvember”
prize.
Frey had 290 points collected
from being on the winning team at
the dodge ball .tournament, being
the last man standing in jugger
naut, completing his “man card’l l

and participating in all events at
the Tournament.
.‘T had a great time doing a lot
of things that I don’t do every
day and had a good excuse to do
them,” Frey said. “I could grow
out my patchy beard and say,
‘yeah I knoiv it looks awful, but
it’s for a school event.*” ^

Junior Jeremy
Height takes
aim at the
Tournament.
Archery was
one of many
events of
the night. It
also featured
jousting,
chess and a
hot wings
eating
contest.

7 had a great time
doing a lot o f things
that I don't do every
day and had a good
excuse to do them
Frey
thought Manvember
achieved VP of MRL Alex Rip-^
berger’s. goal of creating unity
among the men of Olivet.
“I loved Manvember. It forced me to get out and participate in
events with other guys|| Frey
said. ^W ho doesn’t like playing
dodgeball [and] “Call of D u ty ,^
squirting people with squirt guns
and having swordfights?^®-

Writing 50,000 words in 30 days
National Novel Writing Month challanges ambitious students
Meg Dowell
Staff Writer

days, but getting to 50,000 words
is a huge challenge.
Sophomore Heather Mead, who
participated in NaNoWriMo as a
freshman, agrees with Zimmer.
“it's hard, writing over a thou
sand words every day while hav
ing to keep up with classes and go

How did you spend this past No
vember? Excessive pie consump
tion? Doing homework?
For about 200,000 people, No
vember was all about writing.
National Novel Writing Month,
or NaNoWriMo, is an online writ
ing frenzy in which writers take ‘I t really gives budding
on the challenge of constructing a
50,000-word novel in 30 d a y » |
“It really gives budding au to bed at a decent Itime],* Mead
thors experience on writing with said.
Several popular books, includ
a deadline,” said sophomore Ol
ivia Zimmer, who participated in ing Sarah Gruen’s “Water for Ele
the contest last month, “You don’t phants^ were bom from NaNoWhave to finish your novel in 30 riMo.

Just because it can be done,
doesn’t mean the process is easy.
Writers do have to push them
selves, and stretch their ideas in
order to meet the deadline.
“I actual^ brought [YouTube
video series] “Llamas with HatsT
into my; novel last year because S

authors experience/couldn’t think of anything good,**;
Mead said.
With a daily goal of 8,667
words, NaNoWriMo challenges
students to push past writer’s,
block and create something new.

What do you think of when you
picture the average bathroom
cabinet? Medicine is becoming a
common answer, as both over-thecounter and prescription medica
tions are easier to get a hold of
than ever before. •
While these drugs can help usi
they can also be extremely harm
ful if not usqd correctly.
There are a few things i|ou
should remember the next time
you open the bathroom cabinet:
Medications are technically
drugs. TF* important that you
take them correctly and only for a
medical purpose. All medicaliobs
-come with information that ex
plains the purpose of the drug, its
side effects and luwy to take it cor
rectly, such as the correaadosage.
Taking more than the suggested
amount of any medication is con
sidered an overdose:, and serious
side effects could result from mis
use.
Prescription medications are
only intended for the individual
listed on the order, for a neces
sary medical purpose and for a
specific time frame. Do not take a
prescription medication for longer
than the amount of time the doctor
prescribes. -

‘While these drugs
can help us, they can
also be extremely
harmful if not used
correctly. There are a
fe w things you should
remember the next
time you open the
bathroom cabinetI
It’s also important to remembei
that drugs, like food, can expire.
Always check the expiration date
on all medications.
Some medications can also in
teract with other medications.
Only 'a doctor or pharmacist can
tell you if certain medications can
be taken at the same time.
So the next time you feel the
urge to pop a pill, ask yourself a
few questions: Do I need a pre
scription to take this? Web* this
drug meant for someone else?
Am I taking this medication for
the purpose it was intended? Am
I taking the correct amount at the
right time? Has this medication
expired?
If you can safely answer these
questions, you’re on the road to
responsibly Using medication and
safely reaping the benefits. If you
can’t answer these a stop. Make
an appointment to see your doctor,
or talk to a pharmacist for more
information regarding medication.

But NaNoWriMo does more
than just challenge individuals to
write. Writers who complete the
challenge receive a certificate of
completion and a free proof copy
of their novel.
Some students wonder if the
quality of fast-paced writing is
good enough to be printed.
“I would be interested to read
a book that was written during
NoWriMo,” junior Kelly Carey
said. “I’m always curious about
the quality of the books these
writers turn out.”
Students interested in particia
. pating in NaNoWriMo can visit Rachel Waltz is a nursing major
nanowrimo.org. for more infor at Olivet. She can be contacted at
mation.
rwaltz(a$live. olivet, edu.
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Reaching for his dreams
After failing to qualify for the Olympic
trials in 2011, Olivet alumnus Mark
Hollis keeps working toward his goals
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Sarah Doty

livet alumnus Mark to bring the weight to his stom
j Hollis plans to jump ach.)
'to new heights in the
After a hearty but healthy break
2012 Olympic games fast he begins training again at
in London.
Notre Dame University followed
In his quest Hollis, 27, earned a by a full weightrafting Session.
spot on the American team for the H ‘Making the Olympic team
201% IAAF World Championships comes down to one d a ||a t the
in Athletics in Daegu, South Ko Olympic trials,* Hollis fptid. “J
rea, two months ago but failed to am training as much as possible to
qualify for the Olympic trials that become the best I can he so I can
year.
fulfill my dream.’®
This leaves
Hollis focused on training fbr
only
one
the
Olympic games after graduat
7 am training as
chance:
the ing from Olivet in 2008.
much as possible to Olympic Tri
That year, he vaulted
new
become the best I can als, which take heights, reaching almost 19 feet.
place at Track- That ranked him at third in the;
be so I can fulfill m y T ow n^
in U.S. and 15th in the world.
EugeneB Ore.,
His lack of experience kept him
dream. B
June 22 to July out of the Olympic Trials, but this
1 of next year.
didn’t deter him.
Hollis is focusing all of his ef-jjl
In ¡lo10 and 2011 Hollis was
forts to be ready for this event.
the USA Outdoor National Cham
?I think about the Olympics evB pion, winning him a spot on the
cry single day,’’ Hollis said from team that went to South Korea at
his home g§f|iElkhart, Ind. “It’s the end of August.
something I’ve dreamed of since
Hollis first became interested
fl first saw the games on TV as a in pole vaulting after watching,
child.*’
his brother^ 15 ye|gs:his senior -1?
To prepare for the trials, Hollis pole vault at Oliyci.» '*’'
works out daily and does gym
Hollis then tried to break his
nastics twice a week. He also has brother’s records and fell in love
regular massages and chiropractic with the sport.
sessions to keep his body healthy.
He broke his first record his
A typical training day consists freshman year by vaulting 13 feet
of a morning warm-up of 20 pull-i  9 inches. He made h || last record-*
mps, 20 squats, 20 incline pushups, breaking vault his senior year
20 sit-ups and 20 kettle bell rows when he vaulted 17 feet 6 inches.
(an exercise using a weight on the
“My experience at Olivet was
ground, where the person stands good,” Hollis said. “It really gave
with a wide stance and bends over me a chance to grow in my skills
Staff Writer
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ONU alumnus
Mark
Hollis
prepares
tor the 2off
Olympics
in London
with rigorous
physical
conditioning.

*

at my own pace.”
came in as a typical, fresh-outThe coaches at Olivet steered of-high-school athlete and left a
him in the right direction and gave two-time national champion,*
him the tools he needed to be the McDowell said. “Once he got a
best he could be, Hollis said.
-Imion j |f attaining a higher levefl
He especially drew inspiration his track career simply took off.
from Head Track Coach Mike
“I tell all of my athletes [in or
McDowell.
der] to become the best they can
Not only that, but Hollis also possibly be, they have to become
impressed his coach.
a student of their own event. Mark
“Mark [Hollis] blossomed as an took that to heart and look where
athlete while attending ONU. He he’s at now.”
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Volleyball
. 11/10 CCAC: Robert Morris University (111.)
11/19 NAIA: Grand View University (Iowa)

stuck on the back o f the rim.
ÉSA

Q: Pre-game rituals?
A: Take a nap and listen to music.

Q: What music do you listen to
before a game to get pumped
Q: Did you play any other up?
sports?
: A: Christian rap
/A Soccer when I was little, foot
ball and baseball up until my ju Q: Favorite cereal?
nior year in high school.
Frosted Cheerios
Q: What was your biggest ac
complishment in basketball?
A: I was an IBCA special men
tion all-state my senior year in
high school.

4

m

Shooting around with Hasselbring
Q: How many years have
been playing basketball?
A: I started when I was five]

»

i

•

Rachel Kearney \
Sports Editor

■r

■¡s
m

Q: If you could have any su
perhero power what would you
choose?
I wish I could fly.
Q: Favorite cartoon?
Hey Arnold. .

Q: Favorite sports memory?
A: Winning the regional champi«
onship in high school,
Q: If you had 24 hours to do
anything (money not an issue,)
Q: Most embarrassing mo what would you do?
ment in basketball?
A: I’d get my pilot’s license, fly a
A; My freshman year at ONU, ■plane to Africa and base jump off
file first home game I played in the tallest waterfall on the conti
| shot a lay-up and got the ball nent.
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Jake Hasselbrlng
Sport: Basketball
Hometown: Watseka, 111,
Class: Senior

L, 1-3
L, 0-3

Women’s Soccer
11/12 CCAC: Trinity Christian College (111.)
W, 2-0
11/19 NAIA: Hannibal-LaGrange University (Mo.)W, 3-jpI
11/29 NAIA: Embry-Riddle University (Fla.)
L, 1-3
Men’s Cross Country
11/19 NAIA National Meet (Vancourver, Wash.)

20th of 32

Women’s Cross Country
11/19 NAIA National Meet (Vancouver, Wash.)

6th of 32

Men’s Basketball
11/15 at Purdue University-North Central (Ind.)
11/18 Warner Pacific College (Ore.)
11/19 at Embry-Riddle University (Fla.)
11/21 at Cardinal Stritch University (Wis.)
11/25 Trevecca Nazarene University (Tenn.)
11/26 MidAmerica Nazarene University (Kan.)
11/29 Carthage College (Wis.)

W, 78-61
W, 99-85
W, 88-83
L, 62-63
L, 77-78
W, 82-77
W, 87-85

Women’s Basketball
11/T5 at St. Catherine College (Ky.)
Ü/19 S t Ambrose University (Iowa)
11/21 Cardinal Stritch University (Wis.)
11/29 McKendree University (111.)
12/2
Harris Stowe State University (Mo.)
12/3
Houghton College (N.Y.)
12/6
at Purdue University-Calumet

L, 78-113
W, 114-91
W, 94-76
W, 114-80
W 112-63
W, 96-63
W, 124-100

Inappropriate fans
I see rowdy fans everywhere. orderly and violent behavior at
; As much as I don’t like oppos- : soccer matches. This year, men
i ing fans, I know it’s a part of were not allowed at games be
the game. And as much as I love tween teams that were known
them, Tigerball’s student fans, for their unruly fans; Women
who call themselves “Porter’s and children under 12 were al
Posse,” can be some of the most lowed in for free.
obnoxious that I’ve seen.
After the first such game, a
We ran into some of these un Turkish soccer player told the
ruly fans a couple of weeks ago | Associated Press, “It was such
during a game. At one poipt, my a fun and pleasant atmosphere.”
coach was talking to officials
So yes, adult men in particular
about some'poor calling, and can be a bit out of hand at sportI heard “WAAHH, WAAHH” ■ing events.
coming from
However,
the
stands.
if during one
I looked up ‘What’s next? Parents of my games
and,'' to my
saw my dad
beating umpires to a Imaking
horror, I saw
fun
that it was
pulp during a Little of the other
not college
coach
or
League game?*
students but
jumping up
adult
men,
and down to
presumably
„
try and dis
Ilathers of some of the opposing tract opposing players, I would
players.
probably tell him to stop coming
And it didn’t end there. Among to my games.
other things they did, these two
See, there are certain cultural
men got behind our basket, norms. Parents yelling at of
yelled and jumped up and down ficials, coaches or even their
as we shot free throws, mimick children during games is unfor
ing Toby Tiger who was doing tunately one of these norms. But
the same thing with my college- two adult men acting like drunks
aged brothers on the other end.
at an NAIA women’s basketball
■ If it had been an NFL game, game isn’t.
it would have been expected.
I ’m not saying that acting that
Every once in a while, I will see way at any sporting event is ap
a report in the n e w about fans propriate. But it & unfortunate
(typically adult men) that did" that society has digressed to this.
something violent because of
So then, what’s next? Par
a game, particularly one at the ents beating teenage umpires
professional level. .
to a pulp during a Little League
In one of my classes we talked .game?
| about how Turkish soccer au
Oh wait, that already hap
thorities decided to handle dis- pened.

Olivet Nazarene University guard senior Holly Schact (No. 21) goes in for a layup against St.
Ambrose (Iowa) at home Nov. 19, and finished with 23 points that day. Olivet went on to win 114-91.

Tigers keep
Andrew Kriz

sists per game (19.3).
With their 916 points of offense
Assistant Sports Editor
so far, the Tigers rank third in DiB
vision I total scoring.
Women
Redshirt junior guard Danielle
The Olivet Nazarene University Tolbert leads the team in points
women’s basketball team sits at per game, averaging 11.6. She was
8-1 overall as it approaches the joined by teammates senior guard
Danielle-Pipal and sophomore
midpoint of the season.
Olivet is second only to Rob guard Liz Bart on the Holiday Inn
ert Morris University (111.), who Express All-Tournament Team
holds a 9-1 record before confer last weekend.
ence games have opened.
The women are playing with the
As an NAIA Division I team, same energy level and pace as last
Olivet is first in these categories: season which tallied 103 points
three-point field goals (16.2 per per game and a final record of
game, and 146 on the season), of 27-7 (9-1 in conference),
fensive rebounds per game (27.2)|
Conference play does not open
scoring offense per game (101.8)jj for the Tigers until Jan. 14 against
and steals (24.3 per game and 219 the University of St.Francis (111.)
this season).
at home.
The team is second in rebounds Men
per game (55.1) and third in as
The men are in fourth place

with a 6-3 record with 20 games
remaining on their schedule.
In the CCAC division stand
ings, Robert Morris University
claims the top spot with a 9-0 re
cord.
Senior guard Antonio Mar
shall has averaged 19.9 points per
game, 5 assists per game and 2.3
steals per game to lead the Tigers
this season.
Senior forward Jake Ilasselbring has taken over the starting
role after filling in from the bench
last season.
As a starter, Hasselbring is av
eraging 7.2 rebounds per game
and 11 points per game.
The men’s team is transitioning
after losing many of their starters
from last season but have contin
ued to battle over the first nine
games.

Above: Senior Jake Hasselbring is stepping up
this year for the Tigers. He currently leads the
team in rebounding. Left: Antonio Marshall is
one of the top returners from Olivet’s postseason
run in the NAIA National Tournament last season.
He currently leads the Tigers in several catego
ries, including points and assists.

Lady Tigers make historic mark
Women’s soccer team goes the distance in national championship
David Parker

University (Mo.) in the opening
round on Nov. 19.
The ladies were pleased with
The women^ soccer team ended their achievement.
tef historic season with a loss
“It Is super exciting. There
against Emhry-Riddle University aren’t words to describe it,” John
■Fla.) during the second round of ston said after .the first game.
the NAIA National Championship
One contributing factor to their
Tournament.
success this season was the team’s !
The Lady Tigers fell 3-1 on chemistry.
;Nqv. 29 at the tournament site in
“Right off from the start, we
Decatur, Ala.
had a lot of freshman, so team
For the players, it was a crush unity was important,® junior de
ing l o s s : '
fender Katrina
*Tt was defiHolm said.
nitely
really
As the team
sad to lose,”
‘The big thing that we is proud of
junior defender
their achieve
Devin Johnston stress is while it’s awe ments,
they
said.
some how fa r we’ve
look forward to
H o w e v e rffl
what next sea
the coaching gotten, we can’t forget
son will hold.
how we got there.’
staff focused
■W e
only
on their effort
, graduate four
throughout the’ ------------------- ------ ------------- seniors*;:* Bahr
game and seasaid. “We have
abh.
a really strong group of freshman
“Overall, in retrospect; Tthought coming in next [year] that I think
the girls played well,” head coach will make us better.
Bill Bahr said. “Neither team
“I think we can really do some
dominated the [first] half, except thing special next year.” t
we broke down in the last three
While team members are proud
minutes.” of their successpthey know that
Despite the loss* the team they owe their success to God.
achieved the milestone of becom
“The big thing that we stress i$|j
ing the first Olivet soccer team while it’s awesorfte how far we’ve Freshman No. 23 Katie Smith (No. 23) kicks the ball up the field
to win a game at nationals, when gotten, we can’t forget how we got while freshman Jordan Gunn (No. 11) helps keep Smith clear in
they defeated Hannibal-LaGrange there,” Johnston said.
their final game.
Staff Writer

Volleyball team loses NAIA tournament
Tigers fall from competition in first round

Free
Shutue
Service

Senior Janel Schmitt jumps for
the ball.

Freshman Jordan Gunn slides
for the save.
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Andrew Kriz

pointed,] not with losing, but how Williams said. “She came run
we lost,” head coach Brenda Wil ning in the gym before the game
A ssistant Sports Editor
liams said, “We didn’t play well at ready to play, followed the game
all. Grand View _____________ __ __________ plan and stayed
Olivet’s Volleyball team is done looked
like
up the whole
for the season.
‘They have been
they belonged
time.”
Despite a promising 28-13 fin in
Nationals
Another top
through
the
good
and
ish during the regular season, that night and
player, Molly
the team was knocked out of the we didn’t.”
bad times and all of Goldbach, was
NAIA National Championship
The Tigers
out due to inju
them have been NAIA ry,.
tournament after the first round.
recorded
a
which may
Olivet, who was receiving :222 hitting ef Scholar Athletes while
have contribut-'
votes in the NAIA poll, played ficiency in the
ed to the team’s
they were here.’'
22-ranked Grand View University second game, ■
defeat.
(Iowa).
while
Grand _____________ _____________
With the end
Olivet lost in three sets 25-12, View hit .548.
of the 2011 sea
25-15 and 25-18.
Carolyft Goettsch finished the son, four seniors will be departing
They had hoped to do better. game with six kills in 14 attempts from the team after graduation.
Head coach Brenda Williams and three blocks.
Goldbach, DeeAnn Garvin,
summed up the team’s attitude
“I really thought [Goettsch] Lauren Comfort, and Terese By
after the game. “[We are disap- played a very inspired game,® rne played .four years for Olivet
as starters, reaching the NAIA Na- tional Tournament in 2008, 2009
and 2011.
Each player received individual
honors as well. Garvin was named
a co-playec of the year for the
CCAC and additionally was the
CCAC Libero of the Year. Gold
bach was named to the CCAC first!
team, jvhile Byrne was named to
the second team.
Comfort was also the team’s
NAIA Champions of Character
Representative.
“They have been through the
good and bad times and all of them
have been NAIA Scholar Athletes,
while they were here,” Williams
said of the seniors. “They have set
high standards for those who fol
From left: Junior Katherine Hozian (No. 8), senior Terese By
low. They are all wonderful Chris-"
rne (No. 13), senior Molly Goldbach (No. 3), and junior Carolyn
tijin young women and are going
Goettsch (No. 15) celebrate a point during a game in the first
to go far in life.”
round of the NAIA National Championship.
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David Parker

^Assistant coach Kyle Rago the upcoming years because of
agreed.
how well we did at nationals,” ElS taff W riter
“They ran one of the gutsiest lingboe said. “In the future, I see
The men and women’s c ro s |i races I’ve ever seen in cross-coun bigger and better things^SS
country teams took to the course try,” Rago said. “I’m extremely
in Vancouver, Wash, on Nov. 19 as proud of them.”
Men
both teams qualified for the NAIA
Ellingboe was the only runner The men’s cross-country team fin
National meet.
on the team to be named one of ished 20th at the NAIA National
the 30 members of the 2011 NAIA Championship Nov. 19.
Women
women’s cross-country All-Amer
The runners with the best perS
The Lady Tigers had the best per ican team. The recipients were the formance were sophomore Mitch-formance at a national meet by a top 30 individual runners in the ell Dale, who finished 53rd with
cross-country team in ONU his race.
a time of 25*31, and freshman
tory, finishing sixth at the NAIA
“I went into this meet wanting Dylan Creger, placing 54th. He
Championship. to be All-AmericMg’ Ellingboe ranked the eighth highest fresh- »
The top performers included ju said. “Once file race started, I said
nior Kortney Ellingboe, who fin to myself, ‘I know I can do this,
ished 24th with a time of 18:24, and I can do it today.”’
senior Lauren Versweyveld, fin
The team is prepared to do bet
ishing in 29th place with a time ter next year.
of 18:36, and junior Hannah En“We are basically bringing the
drizzi, who placed 34th with a entire team back,’B Rago said.
time of 18:45.
“You have to look at us as one of
“They competed hard, and as the favorites to won next year.SB^
a team, they walked awa||knowMembers of the team share his
ing they did all they could,” head sentiment.
coach Mike McDowell said.
“I definitely feel excited about

man in the race.
While the Tigers improved their
prior standing from 23rd to 20th,
there was some disappointment
with their finish.
“The team underperformed,
based on the individual talent they
have^’ head coach Mike McDow
ell said. “We were a top-15 team
that did not perform up to par.*
The players tended to agree.
“We performed at a higher level
earlier in the season,” junior Kyle
Boone said. “It would’ve been
nice to progress forward.’^"

The team is looking toward the
potential for success in the future.
“We are a dangerous team,”'
Boone said. “We’re returning
our top five athletes, and we only
have two senibrs graduating.’We
have the potential to be a top 10
team next season.’®*:
.' “With the talent we hive return
ing, the future looks promising,’*
McDowell'said.
“Our best days are ahead of us,’f
assistant coach Kyle *Rago said.
“We sent notice to the NAIA that
we are ready to compete.”

Manageable. Biblical. Affordable. MBA.

iM a ste r of BUSINESS

ADMINISTRATION
■ Benefit from a context-rich, interdisciplinary
approach. -plus’*a distinctly biblical
perspective on business.
• Injoy a fully online format that affords
flexibility for your schedule,

Top: Partici
pants in the
men’s NAIA
National
Championship
take off at Fort
Vancouver
Historical Site
in Washington
last month.
Left: Junior
Kortney
Ellingboe
competes
at the NAIA
National Meet
in Vancouver,
Wash., Nov.
19. Ellingboe
was the top
runner for the
Lady Tigers,
finishing 29th
as she was
named to the
All-American
team.

■ Participate in application-based
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teamed throughout the program.
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